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Abstract of Lecture
In the currently undergoing creative destruction when a new economic system is emerging
through application of new transformational technologies while the existing economic system is
being rapidly changed through irrelevance or mutation of its key tenets and aspects, rapidly
learning the new ways is the only way ahead. This creative destruction is giving way to what we call
the sixth wave of innovation [1].
The current ongoing fifth wave of
innovation
(Schumpeter/
Kondrateiff Waves/Cycles – as these
are called historically) started in
1990. It was driven by digital
networks, software and new media,
and is rapidly giving birth to the
new wave – The Sixth Wave of
Innovation.

This new wave of innovation, we propose will be driven by (a) Networked, Autonomous, Nano and
Hypersonic – Things, (b) Algorithmic Intelligence and Quantum Computing and (c) Synthesized –
Biology, Energy and Reality. If Algorithms were the building blocks of 5th Wave of Innovation - we
propose Algorithmic Intelligence (Year 2012- 2035) will be the building block of 6WoI. To this
Quantum Computing (Year 2030 - 2045) will start finding transformation level applications to
evolve world economy towards a self-organizing, adaptive infrastructure and an unprecedented
multi-dimensional inter-human and Human-bot amalgamation. To operate in the New Wave and
to ride the new wave of Innovation - we need new thinking and calibrated actions at multiple levels
and with multiple perspectives. Above all we need to define, architect, design and develop a
learning system for the sixth wave of innovation.
In our earlier research, we presented
how to transform to a digital learning
system [2], how the inventive energy
from patent trends is indicating the
emergence of a new digital learning
system [3] and proposed a passion
metric to evaluate which driver for a
learner will be used to adapt the
learning system for his/her passion
[4]. In this paper we propose key
elements of the new learning system
for the sixth wave of innovation with learning outcome of transforming the “I” shaped or “T”
shaped learners to what we call Spiral Learners.
The learning system proposed will be a phygital system – seamlessly combining the physical and
digital learning systems through what are called the Digital Twin technologies. The paper
describes the key elements of and theoretical basis for creating the learning system for sixth wave
of innovation using digital twin technologies for creating the spiral learners as distinct from I
shaped people or T shaped people.
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